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Nanomaterials in Manufacturing Processes
2022-08-02

in the manufacturing sector nanomaterials offer promising outcomes for cost reduction
in production quality improvement and minimization of environmental hazards this book
focuses on the application of nanomaterials across a wide range of manufacturing areas
including in paint and coatings petroleum refining textile and leather industries
electronics energy storage devices electrochemical sensors as well as in industrial
waste treatment this book examines nanofluids and nanocoatings in manufacturing and
their characterization discusses nanomaterial applications in fabricating lightweight
structural components oil refining smart leather processing and textile industries and
the construction industry highlights the role of 3d printing in realizing the full
potential of nanotechnology considers synthetic strategies with a focus on greener
protocols for the fabrication of nanostructured materials with enhanced properties and
better control including these materials characterization and significant properties
for ensuring smart outputs offers a unique perspective on applications in industrial
waste recycling and treatment along with challenges in terms of safety economics and
sustainability in industrial processes this work is written for researchers and
industry professionals across a variety of engineering disciplines including materials
manufacturing process and industrial engineering

Advances in Manufacturing Processes
2018-09-10

this book comprises selected proceedings of the international conference on engineering
materials metallurgy and manufacturing icemmm 2018 it discusses innovative
manufacturing processes such as rapid prototyping nontraditional machining advanced
computer numerical control cnc machining and advanced metal forming the book
particularly focuses on finite element simulation and optimization which aid in
reducing experimental costs and time this book is a valuable resource for students
researchers and professionals alike

Prime Time Soap Operas on Indian Television
2020-02-18

this book examines the phenomenon of prime time soap operas on indian television an
anthropological insight into social issues and practices of contemporary india through
the television this volume analyzes the production of soaps within india s cultural
fabric it deconstructs themes and issues surrounding the everyday and the middle class
through the fiction of the popular in its second edition this still remains the only
book to examine prime time soap operas on indian television without in any way changing
the central arguments of the first edition it adds an essential introductory chapter
tracking the tectonic shifts in the indian mediascape over the past decade including
how the explosion of regional language channels and an era of multiple screens have
changed soap viewing forever meticulously researched and persuasively argued the book
traces how prime time soaps in india still grab the maximum eyeballs and remain the
biggest earners for tv channels the book will be of interest to students of
anthropology and sociology media and cultural studies visual culture studies gender and
family studies and also asian studies in general it is also an important resource for
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media producers both in content production and television channels as well as for the
general reader

The Strategy Process
2002-06-06

this book investigates strategy formulation by comparing military business practices it
assesses whether the strategy process in the business field also prevails in the
military context based on interviews and case studies the author uses a framework of
influences including organisation leadership risk theory and context to consider the
areas of similarity and difference while significant parallels can be found greater
importance is placed on the formulation of aims and goals and the identification and
training of leaders in the military this provides valuable lessons for business
strategists

Management of Phytonematodes: Recent Advances and Future
Challenges
2020-06-29

this book illustrates the currently available strategies for managing phytonematodes it
discusses the latest findings on plant pathogen microbiome interactions and their
impacts on ecosystems and provides extensive information on the application of
microorganisms in the sustainable management of phytonematodes this is followed by an
in depth discussion of the application of potential strains of biocontrol fungi
endophytes and actinomycetes to enhance plants ability to fend off phytonematode
attacks leading to improved plant health in conclusion the book addresses new aspects
like the biofabrication of nanoparticles and their application in plant disease
management and presents an extensive list for further reading

Inventive Communication and Computational Technologies
2020-09-24

this book gathers selected papers presented at the 4th international conference on
inventive communication and computational technologies icicct 2020 held on 28 29 may
2020 at gnanamani college of technology tamil nadu india the respective contributions
highlight recent research efforts and advances in a new paradigm called ismac iot in
social mobile analytics and cloud contexts the topics covered include the internet of
things social networks mobile communications big data analytics bio inspired computing
and cloud computing given its scope the book is chiefly intended for academics and
practitioners working to resolve practical issues in this area

Psychosocial Interventions for Health and Well-Being
2018-07-27

this volume provides multifaceted and multidisciplinary insights into the growing field
of health studies providing inputs from the behavioural sciences as well as social
sciences it discusses the issues of recovery from illness and growth and wellbeing as
situated in social and eco cultural contexts and addresses the modalities of health
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related interventions in diverse contexts the specific themes taken up by the
contributors are post trauma growth resilience gender and health distress and wellness
indigenous healing counselling and psychotherapy disability related interventions self
healing as well as health issues of special groups like adolescents and the elderly
cancer patients and those suffering from other chronic illnesses till recently the
medical model has prevailed as the chief form of understanding health and illness this
has led to marginalization of the context localization of all health and wellness
components within the individual and to biological reductionism the contributions to
this volume propose corrective measures and provide diverse approaches in a balanced
manner this volume is useful for researchers and practitioners interested in health
studies including the behavioural sciences social work medical anthropology and public
health

Remanufacturing and Advanced Machining Processes for New
Materials and Components
2022-03-22

remanufacturing and advanced machining processes for materials and components presents
current and emerging techniques for machining of new materials and restoration of
components as well as surface engineering methods aimed at prolonging the life of
industrial systems it examines contemporary machining processes for new materials
methods of protection and restoration of components and smart machining processes
details a variety of advanced machining processes new materials joining techniques and
methods to increase machining accuracy presents innovative methods for protection and
restoration of components primarily from the perspective of remanufacturing and
protective surface engineering discusses smart machining processes including computer
integrated manufacturing and rapid prototyping and smart materials provides a
comprehensive summary of state of the art in every section and a description of
manufacturing methods describes the applications in recovery and enhancing purposes and
identifies contemporary trends in industrial practice emphasizing resource savings and
performance prolongation for components and engineering systems the book is aimed at a
range of readers including graduate level students researchers and engineers in
mechanical materials and manufacturing engineering especially those focused on resource
savings renovation and failure prevention of components in engineering systems

Shamans, Mystics, and Doctors
2013-04-03

shamans mystics and doctors is a detailed and thoroughly fascinating account of the
many ways in which the ancient healing traditions of india embodied in the rituals of
shamans the teachings of gurus and the precepts of the school of medicine known as
ayurveda diagnose and treat emotional disorder drawing on three years of intensive
fieldwork and his own psychoanalytic training and experience sudhir kakar takes us into
a world of islamic mosques and hindu temples of assembled multitudes and dingy out of
the way consultation rooms a world where patients and healers blame evil spirits for
emotional disturbances where dreams and symptoms that would be familiar to freud are
interpreted in terms of a myriad of deities and legends where trance like dissociation
states are induced to bring out and resolve the conflicts of repressed anger lust and
envy where proper grooming diet exercise and conduct are and have been for centuries
seen as essential to the preservation of a healthy mind and body as he witnesses the
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practitioners and their patients as he elucidates the therapeutic systems on which
their encounters are based as he contrasts his own western training and biases with
evidence of his eyes and the sympathies of his heart kakar reveals the universal
concerns of these individuals and their admittedly foreign cultures people we can
recognize and feel for people like their western counterparts trying to find some
balance between the pressures and rewards of the external world and the fantasies and
desires of the internal this is a major work of cultural interpretation a book that
challenges and should enhance our understanding of therapy mental health and individual
freedom

Microbial Processes for Synthesizing Nanomaterials
2008

the book provides personal account and experiences of the author who visited
devasthanam they should worke interest and devision among the reades and reverance of
the deity the book deals with eternal questions like is there god if there is how does
he look have you seen him or the seekers of truth who ask how much of faith one should
repose in god to earn his support for human endeavors this book perhaps has answers for
such question

When I Saw Tirupati Balaji
2021-11-07

biodegradable polymers blends and composites provides a comprehensive review on recent
developments in this very important research field the book s chapters cover the
various types of biodegradable polymers currently available and their composites with
discussions on preparation properties and applications sections cover natural rubber
based polymer blends soy protein cellulose chitin starch based pla phbv pcl pva pbat
based blends poly ethylene succinate phb and poly propylene carbonates the book will be
a valuable reference resource for academic and industrial researchers technologists and
engineers working on recent developments in the area of biodegradable polymers their
blends and composites discusses the various types of biodegradable polymers blends and
composites covers natural rubber cellulose chitin starch pla pcl and pbat features
modern processing technologies properties applications and biodegradability

Biodegradable Polymers, Blends and Composites
2023-03-13

this book provides a detailed insight into robotic process automation rpa technologies
linked with ai that will help organizations implement industry 4 0 procedures rpa tools
enhance their functionality by incorporating ai objectives such as use of artificial
neural network algorithms text mining techniques and natural language processing
techniques for information extraction and the subsequent process of optimization and
forecasting scenarios for the purpose of improving an organization s operational and
business processes the target readers of this book are researchers professors graduate
students scientists policymakers professionals and developers working in the it and
ites sectors i e people who are working on emerging technologies this book also
provides insights and decision support tools necessary for executives concerned with
different industrial and organizational automation centric jobs knowledge dissemination
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information and policy development for automation in different educational government
and non government organizations this book is of special interest to college and
university educators who teach ai machine learning blockchain business intelligence
cognitive intelligence and brain intelligence courses in different capacities

Confluence of Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Process
Automation
2016-08-23

effective healthcare delivery is a vital concern for citizens and communities across
the globe the numerous facets of this industry require constant re evaluation and
optimization of management techniques the handbook of research on healthcare
administration and management is a pivotal reference source for the latest scholarly
material on emerging strategies and methods for delivering optimal healthcare
opportunities and solutions highlighting issues relating to decision making process
optimization and technological applications this book is ideally designed for policy
makers administrators students professionals and researchers interested in achieving
superior healthcare solutions

Digital Transformation for Fashion and Luxury Brands
2018-01-12

this book provides some recent research advances in the field of lean manufacturing its
content is of interest to students in management and production engineering topics
covered include just in time jit kaizen activities and critical metrics the chapters
are written by worldwide well known experts in the field

Handbook of Research on Healthcare Administration and
Management
2001

an accessible guide to safely dehydrating food freeze drying or lyophilization is a
method for dehydrating food or other substances through the use of pressure instead of
heat this allows for the preservation and storage of high value food products without
altering their essential properties or causing a reduction in quality or value for
these reasons freeze drying is the most reliable method for preserving and distributing
high quality products freeze drying of food products provides a concise accessible
overview of freeze drying techniques and their modern applications beginning with the
basic principles and processes of freeze drying it incorporates specific discussion of
freeze drying different categories of food products before moving to an analysis of
recent developments in freeze drying technology the result is a key publication in the
fight to extend the shelf life of food products and expand the distribution of high
quality freeze dried foods freeze drying of food products readers will also find an
editorial team with a wide range of pertinent research experience detailed discussion
of different freeze drying processes such as vacuum drying atmospheric drying and spray
drying commercial applications of freeze dried food products freeze drying of food
products is ideal for researchers and industry professionals involved in food
production food distribution or food biotechnology as well as students studying these
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and other related fields

Progress in Lean Manufacturing
2024-04-08

this is an open access book it gathers the proceedings of the 18th global conference on
sustainable manufacturing held on october 5 7 2022 as a hybrid event in from berlin
germany with a focus on manufacturing advances and practices driving the circular
economy the chapters selected for this book report on sustainable manufacturing
technologies for the mobility energy and construction sector and for machines and
equipments covering applications of artificial intelligence and industry 4 0 moreover
they discuss energy efficient process waste reuse and co2 neutral production giving a
special emphasis to developing sustainable manufacturing in emerging countries this
book offers extensive and timely information for both researchers and professionals in
the field of manufacturing and business development

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
2023-05-27

the peer reviewed papers comprising this book treat the topics of composites micro nano
materials metal alloy materials steel and iron polymer materials optical electronic
magnetic materials new energy materials environmentally friendly materials biomaterials
thin films structural materials new functional materials earthquake resistant
structures and materials smart intelligent materials intelligent systems hydrogen and
fuel cell science engineering and technology and other related topics the work offers
near encyclopedic guide to these fields

Freeze Drying of Food Products
2001

development in wastewater treatment research and processes microbial degradation of
xenobiotics through bacterial and fungal approach covers the active and applicable role
that bacteria and fungi play in the degradation of xenobiotic compounds from the
environment the book gives up to date information on recent advancements in the field
of environmental xenobiotics and how they disturb a plant s metabolism the book also
gives information on aerobic and anaerobic degradation of xenobiotic compounds through
bacteria or fungi and or a combined approach finally the book covers the
characteristics of environmental microbiology biochemical engineering agricultural
microbiology environmental engineering and soil bioremediation emphasizes up to date
research on the microbial degradation of xenobiotic compounds through a bacterial
fungal approach covers multidisciplinary features of environmental microbiology
biochemical engineering agriculture microbiology environmental engineering and soil
bioremediation includes sections on aerobic and anaerobic degradation presents the
significance of the bacterial fungal role and their metabolic activities in the
digestion of xenobiotic compounds focuses on the most recent developments in
environmental biotechnology to enhance the action of the bacterial fungal systems in
the remediation of xenobiotic compounds
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Manufacturing Driving Circular Economy
2011-08-16

this book aims to be a source for understanding sustainable machining and green
manufacturing the goal is to gain new ideas and encourage readers to utilize fewer
natural resources to reduce pollution some examples include cutting material needs
recycling and reusing materials and promoting environmentally friendly practices such
as dry machining and eco friendly cutting fluids by reducing pollution and waste more
environmentally friendly practices will help encourage a more environmentally conscious
future ideas evaluated in this book the investigating of synergy between natural fibers
and epoxy composites that enhance mechanical properties explores the potential of
sustainable reinforcements in polymer composites uncovers the critical role of
manufacturing methods in determining the mechanical prowess of biofiber reinforced
composites details the importance of environmentally friendly conscious manufacturing
processes discusses topics on precision machining additive manufacturing and optimizing
manufacturing processes

Vikalpa
2022-02-16

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st international conference isc
high performance 2016 formerly known as the international supercomputing conference
held in frankfurt germany in june 2016 the 25 revised full papers presented in this
book were carefully reviewed and selected from 60 submissions the papers cover the
following topics autotuning and thread mapping data locality and decomposition scalable
applications machine learning datacenters andcloud communication runtime intel xeon phi
manycore architectures extreme scale computations and resilience

Advanced Materials and Processes: ADME 2011
2024-04-02

papers presented at the international conference on bioconvergence 2004 held at patiala
during 18 20 november 2004

Development in Wastewater Treatment Research and Processes
2016-06-14

in the second edition of the book a detailed and authoritative exposition of basic
principles of oral and maxillofacial surgery is presented in altogether 50 chapters
under 12 sections from basic oral surgical procedures encountered by general
practitioner to advance and complex surgical procedures that need to be referred to an
oral and maxillofacial surgery specialist all are covered in sufficient detail with a
judicious mix of text and illustrations including clinical photos radiographs ct and
cbcts consists of 2454 high resolution clinical images for better clarity of the
surgical concepts in step wise manner 400 neatly drawn anatomical line illustrations
valuable for preparation during exams and 150 tables and more than180 boxes for better
understanding of the discussed core concepts includes chapters like emergency
management and preliminary examination of a trauma basic principles in management of
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maxillofacial injuries dentoalveolar fractures mandibular fractures maxillary fractures
orbitozygomatic complex naso orbito ethmoid fractures and frontal fractures in section
xi on maxillofacial trauma contains chapters on local anaesthesia armamentarium
impaction exodontia implantology orofacial clefts and distraction discusses important
concepts like definitions history taking radiodiagnosis biochemical haematological and
microbiological investigations histopathological investigation impaction endodontic
surgery covers recent advances bone substitutes bioresorbable plates lasers in oral
surgery piezoelectric surgery and robotic surgery along with a chapter on medicolegal
considerations in dentistry general principles of evaluation and management incisions
and flaps haemorrhage and shock potential spaces and their management odontogenic
tumours nonodontogenic tumours oral cancer management of jaw tumour anatomy of tmj
internal derangements and condylar dislocation tmj disorders tmj ankylosis

Sustainable Machining and Green Manufacturing
2004

international conference on advanced materials and manufacturing processes icammp 18
selected peer reviewed papers from the international conference on advanced materials
and manufacturing processes icammp 2018 march 30 31 2018 vizianagaram india

High Performance Computing
2008-07-30

concept of service service characterristics service expectations the service product
service location pricing for services promotion services the service process physical
evidence people and services internal versus external marketing

Biotechnological Approaches for Sustainable Development
2018-09-11

this book presents the outcomes of the intelligent communication technologies and
virtual mobile networks conference icicv 2019 held in tirunelveli india on february 14
15 2019 it presents the state of the art in the field identifying emerging research
topics and communication technologies and defining the future of intelligent
communication approaches and virtual computing in light of the tremendous growth ict it
examines the rapid developments in virtual reality in communication technology and high
quality services in mobile networks including the integration of virtual mobile
computing and communication technologies which permits new technologies based on the
resources and services of computational intelligence big data analytics internet of
things iot 5g technology automation systems sensor networks augmented reality data
mining and vehicular ad hoc networks with massive cloud based backend these services
have a significant impact on all areas of daily life like transportation e commerce
health care secure communication location detection smart home smart city social
networks and many more

Outlook Money
2018-06-22
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advanced modeling and optimization of manufacturing processes presents a comprehensive
review of the latest international research and development trends in the modeling and
optimization of manufacturing processes with a focus on machining it uses examples of
various manufacturing processes to demonstrate advanced modeling and optimization
techniques both basic and advanced concepts are presented for various manufacturing
processes mathematical models traditional and non traditional optimization techniques
and real case studies the results of the application of the proposed methods are also
covered and the book highlights the most useful modeling and optimization strategies
for achieving best process performance in addition to covering the advanced modeling
optimization and environmental aspects of machining processes advanced modeling and
optimization of manufacturing processes also covers the latest technological advances
including rapid prototyping and tooling micromachining and nano finishing advanced
modeling and optimization of manufacturing processes is written for designers and
manufacturing engineers who are responsible for the technical aspects of product
realization as it presents new models and optimization techniques to make their work
easier more efficient and more effective it is also a useful text for practitioners
researchers and advanced students in mechanical industrial and manufacturing
engineering

Textbook of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery - E Book
2002

this book covers advanced manufacturing in biological petroleum and nanotechnology
processing for the development of novel products and systems that incorporate enhanced
pollution control and waste management for environmental remediation the book is
divided into three parts the first section looks at the design and application of
process systems the second section focuses largely on pollution control and management
and the final section discusses areas related to process modeling and simulation
coverage highlights the integration of smart tools and solutions and looks at current
advances in monitoring industrial and environmental processes that can assist in making
significant progress in process design for the effective control of pollution and waste
management

Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Processes
2019-08-12

an overview of the most prominent contemporary parallel processing programming models
written in a unique tutorial style with the coming of the parallel computing era
computer scientists have turned their attention to designing programming models that
are suited for high performance parallel computing and supercomputing systems
programming parallel systems is complicated by the fact that multiple processing units
are simultaneously computing and moving data this book offers an overview of some of
the most prominent parallel programming models used in high performance computing and
supercomputing systems today the chapters describe the programming models in a unique
tutorial style rather than using the formal approach taken in the research literature
the aim is to cover a wide range of parallel programming models enabling the reader to
understand what each has to offer the book begins with a description of the message
passing interface mpi the most common parallel programming model for distributed memory
computing it goes on to cover one sided communication models ranging from low level
runtime libraries gasnet openshmem to high level programming models upc ga chapel task
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oriented programming models charm adlb scioto swift cnc that allow users to describe
their computation and data units as tasks so that the runtime system can manage
computation and data movement as necessary and parallel programming models intended for
on node parallelism in the context of multicore architecture or attached accelerators
openmp cilk plus tbb cuda opencl the book will be a valuable resource for graduate
students researchers and any scientist who works with data sets and large computations
contributors timothy armstrong michael g burke ralph butler bradford l chamberlain
sunita chandrasekaran barbara chapman jeff daily james dinan deepak eachempati ian t
foster william d gropp paul hargrove wen mei hwu nikhil jain laxmikant kale david kirk
kath knobe ariram krishnamoorthy jeffery a kuehn alexey kukanov charles e leiserson
jonathan lifflander ewing lusk tim mattson bruce palmer steven c pieper stephen w poole
arch d robison frank schlimbach rajeev thakur abhinav vishnu justin m wozniak michael
wilde kathy yelick yili zheng

Services Marketing and Management
2010-12-01

the second edition of this highly acclaimed book on business ethics discusses the way
in which individuals deal with conflicting questions of personal and professional
ethics while retaining all the features of the first edition which made it a unique
contribution to the field this version adopts a more explicitly pragmatic and
optimistic framework while incorporating suggestions received from scholars around the
world r c sekhar has also added many new features to make the book more accessible to
students and to assist the learning process

Intelligent Communication Technologies and Virtual Mobile
Networks
2022-05-03

concept and mature of management 2 evolution of management thought 3 management process
4 social responsibility of business 5 coordination 6 nature and process of planning 7
method and types of plans 8 forecasting and decision making 9 management information
system 10 organizing functions 11 departmentation and organization structure 12
authority and responsibility 13 delegation and decentralisation 14 organisation chart
and manual 15 nature and scope of staffing 16 training and development 17 performance
appraisal and promotion 18 direction and supervision 19 motivation and morale 20
leadership 21 communication 22 process of control 23 techniques of managerial control
24 organisational conflicts and grievances 25 organisational change 26 management by
objectives and workstress 27 total quality management 28 case study method

Advanced Modeling and Optimization of Manufacturing
Processes
2009-11-19

this book constitutes the proceedings of the third international conference on
blockchain icbc 2020 held as part of scf 2020 during september 18 20 2020 the
conference was planned to take place in honolulu hi usa and was changed to a virtual
format due to the covid 19 pandemic the 14 full paper and 1 short paper presented were
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carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions they deal with all topics regarding
blockchain technologies platforms solutions and business models including new
blockchain architecture platform constructions blockchain development and blockchain
services technologies as well as standards and blockchain services innovation lifecycle
including enterprise modeling business consulting solution creation services
orchestration services optimization services management services marketing business
process integration and management

Advanced Manufacturing in Biological, Petroleum, and
Nanotechnology Processing
2006-07

industrial engineering affects all levels of society with innovations in manufacturing
and other forms of engineering oftentimes spawning cultural or educational shifts along
with new technologies industrial engineering concepts methodologies tools and
applications serves as a vital compendium of research detailing the latest research
theories and case studies on industrial engineering bringing together contributions
from authors around the world this three volume collection represents the most
sophisticated research and developments from the field of industrial engineering and
will prove a valuable resource for researchers academics and practitioners alike

Textbook of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
2015-11-06

Business India
2002

Programming Models for Parallel Computing
2013

Ethical Choices in Business
2020-09-14

Principles and Practice of Management
2012-08-31

Blockchain – ICBC 2020
1988
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